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War has been brewing for a long time between the two major races. However, peace is upon us once
more. But will it last? The New Founding Alliance (NFA) and the The Diplo-Global Union (DGU) are
going to meet to negotiate the terms of peace in front of a neutral third party. We need to make sure
that the DGU is a good entity for the future of Tera. There is a lot to be discussed. Special PS:
Plagiarism will not be tolerated in the comments or reviews. The game is focus on quick combat and
an enjoyable gameplay with awesome graphic. You'll play as a little drone and be send to different
mission to survive and defend.The first mode is "Wave Survival" In this mode, you'll have to go as far
as you can and destroy as mush enemy as you can. Each enemy kills will give you XP that you'll
need to level up. In the future we will have more mode to play at, like defence, extermination,
obstacle mode and a battle royal mode. Characters. We have four characters in this version and we'll
add more in the future. Each character is unique and have two set of abilities. The first one is a hold
abilities and the second on is the special abilities. Each Drone give you a different experience and an
another style to play the game. We hope you enjoy this one and your feedback will be welcome!
About The Game Dex Survival: War has been brewing for a long time between the two major races.
However, peace is upon us once more. But will it last? The New Founding Alliance (NFA) and the The
Diplo-Global Union (DGU) are going to meet to negotiate the terms of peace in front of a neutral third
party. We need to make sure that the DGU is a good entity for the future of Tera. There is a lot to be
discussed. Special PS: Plagiarism will not be tolerated in the comments or reviews. The game is focus
on quick combat and an enjoyable gameplay with awesome graphic. You'll play as a little drone and
be send to different

Warhammer Age Of Sigmar: Tempestfall Features Key:
 4 additional shape files per map of ''
 4 gate shape files per map of ''
 Perma-line background colors for each shape line
 5 shape color ovals per cross section shape or border shape file
 Perma-line icons for each shape line

The key layout for a game of ultimate shape war is to lay down the border line in a corner of the application,
and then drag the background color to draw maps of your own. Once this has been done, the perm-line
icons change colored end-caps to define what section of the shape-line has been selected (the shape file
with the topmost end-cap of any part of a shape is the upper bound, and the perm-line is the lower bound
for that part). then when the basepath and gate files are selected, this uses the existing bounds to define
what gates can be selected (which shadows part of the shape line where no gates are selected). So keep
dragging, and you should get a play that cannot be beaten!

Who wants to be a part of the beauty contest?

We would like to see examples of ultimate games of shape-line war. If they have been made, post them at .
The key file format is to keep the cross-section map in the topmost shape file, but to also include a
game.xml file that keeps track of the maps and holds the perm-line labels. 
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(check that the club application or the gate file requires a perm-line after the base file)

An example XML file as a base: 
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